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“The DA300
and 400 davit
arms are
manufactured
in aluminium
section to
ensure they
are lightweight and
easily
transportable”
.
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Aviator
lightweight
aluminium
Davit Arms are designed to be
removable
and
to
be
used
together with the permanent Davit
base plates. They are designed for
lifting
and
lowering
either
personnel or materials.
The pin or pulley on the end of
the arm allows abseil and lifting
ropes to extend over the roof edge or
balustrading. The Davit base can also
be used to anchor a personal fallarrest system when the user is being
lifted and lowered.
Davit arms are manufactured in
aluminium section to ensure they
are
light
weight
and
easily
transportable. The DA 300 weighs
only approximately 15 kgs and
folds to be carried as one piece
and the DA 400 weighs 32 kgs and
the DA500 42 kgs. Both separate
into two pieces and each comes
with a cover to ensure the arm is
kept in prime condition.
In all cases the arm can be
locked into 2 positions – 135
degrees and 90 degrees off the
vertical arm. The locking
pin
and
clip
are permanently
fixed to the Davit arm to prevent
them being mislaid.
Further technical details can be found
in our Payload Technical brochure
at
available
on
our
website
www.sayfasystems.com

Sizes:
The DA300 and DA400 davit arms are
manufactured
to
a
height
of
1300mm, each with a reach of 800 mm.
The DA500 has a height of 1500mm
and a reach of 1000mm.
Working Loads:
DA300: 1 person (136 kgs) or 272 kgs load
DA400: 1 person (136 kgs) or 450kgs load
DA500: 1 person (136 kgs) or 450kgs load
Materials:
Base: S275 Steel Plates S355 CHS Davit
Arm& Winch Bracket: 6082 Aluminium
Weights:
Davit Base 150: 13kgs
Davit Base 250: 16kgs
Cast in Davit base: 9kgs
Parapet fix base: 17kgs
Davit Arm 300: 15kgs
Davit Arm 400: 32kgs
Davit Arm 500: 42kgs
Standards:
The folding davits and mounting bases,
when used together, meet BS EN 795
regulations
relating
to
fall
arrest
systems. Other regulations include
BS
5974
Design
of
temporary
suspended access equipment, PUWER Use
of Work equipment and LOLER Lifting
Operations
&
Lifting
Equipment
Regulations.
Inspection:
Inspection every 6 months is a legal
requirement to comply with the Work at
Height Regulations 2005. Please contact
Sayfa Systems for all necessary inspection
and maintenance services.
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